
Sanitarium Rules  v0.9                                           Players: 1-4, Time: 30-45 Min 

Note: These rules are a work in progress, and will of course have things like images and 

helpful diagrams once finalized.  They may or may not also contain monsters. 

You wake up, confused, in a cold and dimly lit room.  You can’t remember what happened, but you 

know it’s time to leave.  Grab the things you need and get out! 

Components: 

The Cards: 

 13 Safe Things 

 Sanitarium Deck:   

o 26 Item Cards (2 copies each of the 13 Items) 

o 10 Action Cards (2 copies each of the 5 Actions) 

o 9 Rooms 

o 9 “Dark Hallway” cards 

 4 Confusion Cards 

 9 Hallucinations 

 Scenario + Player Aid cards 

4 Player Tokens, 3 Monster Tokens, 3 Dice 

Setup: 

Shuffle the Safe Things cards, and deal three secretly to each player, and choose a start player in a 

creepy, yet random manner. 

Place a Room card face up in the middle of the table.  Each player then takes one explore action, adding 

cards to form the starting map of the Sanitarium.  If no player added a Dark Hallway, the start player 

finds one from the Sanitarium deck and adds it to the map (and places a monster there, as with normal 

explore rules). 

Place all player tokens on the starting room, and give each player a ‘Confusion’ Hallucination card. 

Exploring (Adding cards to the Map): 

During Setup, the Creeping Darkness phase, and an Explore action, you will need to add a card to the 

board.  To do so, draw a card from the Sanitarium deck and look at it secretly.  If it is a Room or Dark 

Hallway, add it to the board face-up.  If it is a Dark Hallway, also add a Monster token there, if any are 

left.  If it is an Item or Action, place it face-down.  The card must connect to another card already on the 

board by its grey doorways.  Cards cannot overlap. 



Player Turn: 

Player turns have four phases, which must be completed in order. 

(1) Creeping Darkness 

 Move each monster on the board one space toward you. 

 Explore one card, placing it anywhere on the board. 

(2) Roll Dice 

 Roll the 3 dice.   You must choose one of the three dice to be the number of Action Points you 

have to spend this turn.  The difference between the other two dice is the number of Monster 

Points you have. 

 If you rolled triples, start your turn over with another Creeping Darkness phase, and then re-roll. 

 If you rolled a pair, and used those two dice for your Monster Points, suffer a Horror Roll. 

(3) Actions 

You may take any number of actions, as long as you have enough Action Points (AP) to do so.  You do 

not need to spend all your AP.  You can use your Items and Actions, or disbelieve Hallucinations without 

spending AP. 

 Move [1 AP]: Move through one doorway.  Note that a room is one large space, but the back of 

an Action or Item card has two spaces.  If you are in a room, you may also take a Move action to 

move to any other Room in the Sanitarium. 

 Search [1 AP]: Peek at the Item or Action card you are standing on.  You may choose to take it.  

If you do, immediately Explore a new card to replace it.  Item cards you gain are placed face up 

in front of you.  Action cards are kept face down, and revealed only when you want to use them. 

 Explore [2 AP]: Explore a new card, adding it to the map.  This card must be placed next to your 

current location.  If there are no open doorways next to you, you cannot explore. 

 Concentrate [3 AP]: You gain 2 Sanity for the turn, which may help you escape or disbelieve a 

Hallucination card. 

(4) Monster Movement 

For each Monster Point, you may move one monster token one space.  You can use them all on one 

monster, or split them up between different monsters. 

Monsters: 

Monster tokens enter the game through Dark Hallways.  You are safe from a monster if you are in a 

Room, or if you are in the same space as another player.  Otherwise, if you are in the same space as a 

monster at any time, you suffer a Horror Roll! 



Horror Roll: 

Monsters and certain cards will force you to suffer a Horror Roll.  Horror Rolls are bad!  You should avoid 

them. Roll a single die: 

 1 or Less: Explore one card (anywhere) 

 2 or 3: Lose one item 

 4 or More: Suffer a Hallucination 

Hallucinations:  

Each player starts with a Hallucination card, and may gain more as the game progresses.  Hallucination 

cards hinder your exploration and escape efforts in some way.  To rid yourself of a Hallucination card, 

you must discard Item and Action cards with sanity value equal to or greater than the sanity value of the 

Hallucination card.  The Concentrate action can provide additional sanity to help rid yourself of the 

horrors.   

Discarded Hallucination cards form a face up pile, re-shuffle if needed.  Discarded Item and Action cards 

are placed on the bottom of the Sanitarium deck. 

Safe Things: 

When you gain an Item matching one of your Safe Things, you may reveal it, placing the Safe Thing card 

underneath.  This shows that it is a Protected Item, and cannot be taken from you. 

Escaping: 

Your eventual goal is to find your way out of the Sanitarium.  To escape, you must discard cards (and 

possibly Concentrate) to gain some amount of Sanity, depending on the number of Safe Things you 

have.  You cannot discard your Safe Things to gain Sanity for this.  Escaping does not cost any AP, and 

can be done from any Dark Hallway.  You may not escape if you have a Hallucination. 

 3 Safe Things: 3 Sanity 

 2 Safe Things: 6 Sanity 

 1 Safe Thing: 12 Sanity 

 0 Safe Things: 18 Sanity 

If you escape, you win!  The doors slam and lock behind you, trapping the others, and ending the game. 

Running out of Cards: 

If a player tries to draw from the Sanitarium deck, but no cards are there, the game is over, and all 

players remain trapped in the Sanitarium.  Remember that discarded Items and Actions go to the 

bottom of the Sanitarium Deck. 



Co-operative Play: 

A co-operative game follows different rules for setup, monster movement, and victory.   

Setup:  Instead, deal one Safe Thing to each player, face down, and five Safe Things face up where 

everyone can see.   You may not discuss your secret Safe Thing with the other players.  If you mention 

its name or anything about it, you immediately suffer a Hallucination.  If another player has your Safe 

Thing in their inventory, you may point at it and say “I want that,” without suffering a Hallucination. 

Monster Movement: Instead of spending Monster Points, you stun all monsters closer to you than your 

Monster Points.  All other monsters move two spaces toward the nearest player (Your choice if two 

players are equally distant). 

Victory:  To win, all players must escape.  To escape, you must be in a Dark Hallway, have no 

Hallucinations, and have your Safe Thing.  You must also spend four Sanity for each of the common-area 

Safe Things that have not been claimed yet.  Once a player escapes, their turn is skipped. 

Communal Safe Things: If any player gains one of the communal Safe Things items, they immediately 

protect it, making escape easier! 

Two-Player Rules: 

In a two-player game, each player has one additional secret Safe Thing to find.  For the purposes of 

escaping in a normal game, ignore one of your claimed Safe Things (So you would been 4 Safe Things 

and 3 Sanity, etc).  During Setup, each player explores twice, instead of once, to form the initial map. 

Two-player co-operative applies these additional rules to the co-op rules.  Each player has 2 secret Safe 

Things, and so forth. 

Solo Rules (Split-Personality): 

Solo play uses the two-player co-op rules, but both players are you!  If at any point you forget whose 

turn it is, suffer a hallucination and pick one randomly.  You may only escape if both of your halves are in 

the same room and meet the requirements to leave. 
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